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HALO IMPACT

Essentially a Halo study asks, “If the Fellowship of 
Evangelical Baptist Churches ceased to exist, what would 
it cost Canadian society to replace the programs and 
services these congregations provide to the wider 
community?”

Discovering the halo effect of a congregation is 
quantifying the measurable economic value a local 
congregation contributes to its immediate community. It 
quantifies the monetary value of the goods and services 
congregations provide that the market does not price.

It acknowledges the socio-economic benefit that faith 
groups provide to communities by providing the ‘hard 
numbers’ that help prove their value to city hall and their 
community.

The Fellowship’s Halo Impact study was conducted by 
Toronto faith-based research firm, Sphaera Research. Our 
primary consultant was Michael Daly-Wood. Sphaera 
Research have conducted several other halo studies 
among other denominations within Canada. Their current 
halo study is measuring the impact new church plants 
have on Canadian communities. Each Fellowship Region 
and the National Fellowship helped subsidize the cost of 
the study for the 26 Fellowship churches that 
participated.

The Fellowship's Halo Impact study was conducted 
between September 2018 and May 2019 among 26 
Fellowship churches.

The Fellowship’s Halo Impact study was first conducted as 
a general study in June 2018, whereby 442 of 507 
Fellowship churches were analyzed via information 
gleaned from publically obtained CRA information. Later, 
our Regions identified 29 specific churches to conduct a 
more rigorous study. Twenty-six churches completed the 
survey:  Fellowship Pacific (7), Fellowship Prairies (2), 
FEB Central (11), AÉBÉQ (5), and Fellowship Atlantic (1).

Canada’s 
30,000 
religious 

organizations 
contribute 

annual 
revenues of 
$6.8 billion.

The 
Fellowship’s 
500+ local 
churches 

contribute a 
Halo-Effect 

(socio-
economic 
impact) of 
about $415 

million 
annually.

The average 
Fellowship 
church’s 

socio-economic 
benefit to their 
community is 

$785,922 
each year.
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In Canada, the spiritual, social, and communal value of local churches has long 
been accepted. The economic value of these congregations to society and local 
communities has not been studied to the same degree. However, the monetary 
valuation of ‘soft assets’ is gaining traction among researchers as a social science, 
as well as politicians as a means to gain potential new tax dollars. It is important 
that faith communities seek to quantify the ‘added-value’ they provide for Canada. 
Few studies have considered the broader socio-economic benefit faith groups 
provide to their surrounding communities. The lack of “hard data” puts local 
congregations at a disadvantage when pressed to provide their value to their 
community. At the very least, faith groups lack the common language or currency 
when speaking of value with those not within the faith community. And so, tools, 
such as the Halo Impact study, help to provide a quantitative measurement of the 
contribution local congregations give to their community’s economy. This may even 
help city planners and elected officials discover the previously hidden economic 
contribution of local faith groups and hopefully reduce duplication of services and 
initiate creative partnerships to better serve the community. While value is never 
just about money, our halo study allows us to underscore our inherent value 
through this one lease.

This was the motivation for The Fellowship in conducting a Halo Impact Study in 
2019. 

The 26 Fellowship churches were studied in the following areas:
1. Open Space — which includes the value of elements like available parking, 

community gardens, play structures, and recreational facilities.
2. Direct Spending — studies suggest that 80% of a congregation’s annual 

expenditures are spent within 3-5 km radius of the worship space thus 
adding to the economy of a community.

3. Education — many congregations provide space and/or programs that allow 
for educational programs of socio-economic value such as daycares, nursery 
schools, and alternative educational programs.

4. Magnet Effect — offers a measure of a community purchasing power created 
through people who attend activities at the Place of Worship. Studies 
suggest that those who travel more than 10 km to attend are inclined to 
spend $20 per visit on things like gas, eating out, groceries, etc.

5. Individual Impact — measures what those in churches would understand as 
pastoral care to those living in the surrounding neighbourhood.

6. Community Development — offers an estimate of the value congregations 
have in promoting employment and skills training, housing opportunities, 
and the development of small business and community non-profits.

7. Social Capital and Care — incorporates community use of building space at 
less than market value as well as the contributions of volunteer time 
facilitated through the congregation.
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For every 

$1 
spent by a Fellowship 

church, there is an 

impact of $2.68 
in their 

community.

Our 
churches 

contribute a total of 
$415,000,000 in 
socio-economic 
benefit to local 

communities each 
year.

Average 
Fellowship 
worshipper 

contributes a 
Halo Impact of 

$5,739 each 
year.

Canadians 
who attend a 

religious service 
weekly volunteer 

more regularly 

59% 
vs 

40% 
of non-attenders!

One 
church in the 

FEB Central Region 
contributed 

$11,000,000 
in socio-economic 

benefit to their 
community (average 

church: $785,972).
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The Fellowship's 

Halo Impact
(socio-economic benefit)

in Canadian communities

442 or 507 Fellowship 
churches involved in a 
general Halo Study (June 

2018) while 26 churches 
conducted a more 
rigorous Halo Study 
between September 2018 
and May 2019.

Canadians who attend weekly a 
religious service contribute 

215 volunteer hours per year 
or a total of

 579,000,000 
hours or $15.6 billion in (free) 
services to their communities.

On the 442 churches 

studied, 347 churches 
were urban (total Halo 

Impact of $374 million) 

and 95 churches were  
     rural (total Halo   
         Impact of $40  

    million).

The “direct spending” in the 
communities of the 26 

churches studied made up 

28.14% of the 
congregation's total 

halo Impact.

When compared 
with other faith 
groups, the 
Fellowship scored:
-slightly less in “social 
capital and care” 
(community use of building 
and community 
volunteerism)
-significantly higher in 
“individual impact” (pastoral 
care in community)

Fellowship 
churches provide 

5.9 
times more 

socio-economic impact 
than they would if they 

lost charitable status 
and started 

paying taxes.

The annual Halo Impact of the average Fellowship church is: 

$785,922 contributed to their community. 
* The median value is $331,450.

There are 30,000 religious organizations in Canada with 

20,000,000 members who contribute $6.8 billion each year.

The 26 
churches studied 

had expenditures of 

$29,153,592 
contributing an annual 

Halo Impact of 

$78,060,796 
in their communities.
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and May 2019.
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Fellowship 
churches provide 

5.9 
times more 

socio-economic impact 
than they would if they 

lost charitable status 
and started 

paying taxes.

The annual Halo Impact of the average Fellowship church is: 

$785,922 contributed to their community. 
* The median value is $331,450.

There are 30,000 religious organizations in Canada with 

20,000,000 members who contribute $6.8 billion each year.

Participating 
congregations were 
chosen by Regional 
Directors as follows:

Ÿ Pacific: 7 churches
Ÿ Prairies: 2 churches
Ÿ Central:  11 churches
Ÿ AÉBÉQ: 5 churches
Ÿ Atlantic: 1 church
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